The ICSC Random Draw for 2017 was conducted at Melbourne University Sport by Tom Lutwyche (Sport Coordinator) and Olivia Krygger (Sport Officer) on Tuesday 7 February 2017. The draw was conducted and the following order was recorded:

1. Ormond College
2. Queen’s College
3. Kendall Hall
4. International House
5. Newman College
6. University College
7. St. Mary’s College
8. Trinity College
9. Janet Clarke Hall
10. Whitley College
11. St. Hilda’s College
12. Medley Hall

The process for determining pool structures will be as follows:

- Where results from 2016 (or 2015 in rotation sports) are available indicating finishing order, colleges who finished in the top four places of the 2015 competition will be ranked according to these places. All other colleges will be ranked according to their allocated number in the random draw.

- Should a finishing order not be available, then all colleges will be ranked according to their allocated number in the random draw.

- Should a college not elect participate in a given sport, they will not be considered in the draw, and the next college will take its given rank for that sport.

- Should two colleges enter a combined team in the year of competition, they will be ranked according to the college that is ranked highest of the two in either finishing sport or according to the random draw.

- Any issues or discrepancies regarding this format should be directed to Tom Lutwyche – Sport Coordinator at Melbourne University Sport on 8344 5409 or tlut@unimelb.edu.au